ITRACT
InterReg North Sea project
WP3 – Toolbox Report
Rogaland County 2012
The main purpose of WP3 (work package 3) of the ITRACT project is to determine
what to prioritize in the ITRACT project for each region based on the characteristics
and needs of the region.
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Tool 1 Customer Needs Assessment

The purpose with the template is to provide guidance in using the tool. The template is
not strictly mandatory. It should be used as support when performing and documenting
the results from the activity. Target size for the assessment is 1500 words (excluding
quantitative data if needed, models and pictures).

1.1 General description of the region

Rogaland County is located on the south- west coast of Norway. Population 440.000
inhabitants. It is divided into four distinct areas with different qualities and challenges:
-

Dalane (south), 4 municipalities with a small population.
North-Jæren – the most populated area, which we are going to focus on in
this project. Densely populated and a farming area.
Ryfylke – an archopelago of islands north of Stavanger. Tied together by
ferry connections, bridges and subsea tunnels.
North Rogaland – the secondmost populated area, in the north

Stavanger is the county capital, with approx. 128.000 inhabitants and twin city Sandnes
approx. 70.000. But when including the surrounding municipalities, we have a
population of approx. 300.000. The population grows quickly because the oil industry
still is in need of more manpower. Housing is a problem, as we so far have been unable
to build new houses as quickly as wanted. New residential areas will be built outside the
urban area.
We have a very low share of public transport, only 7 %. The main roads are jammed
during rush hours, and we want to increase the public transport rate.
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1.2 Approach used to perform customer needs assessment
The need assessment is developed by a group consisting of county representatives
University, road authorities, and public transport authorities.

1.3 Identified user needs for the region
The Stavanger- Sandnes region has several traffic issues that are partly interlinked and
needs solutions:
1. Most people are troubled by the rush hour delays2. Access to parking in the working areas like Forus, Risavika, Dusavika, Buøy
etc is slowing down the traffic system in the rush hours
3. Rural areas need better public transport but rural areas lack the necessary
volume of passengers.
4. Buses go between the city centres of Stavanger or Sandnes, and only to a
limited degree directly between residential areas and working areas when
these are out of the corridor between these city centres.
5. Future new areas for houses will significantly increase number of people that
commute, and our goal is to avoid increasing the rush hour traffic by making
public transport more attractive.
6. Bus capacity is filled up in during rush hours in central areas, but has low
utilization the rest of the day.
7. Parking spaces are often filled up in many areas like Forus (work places), the
University, etc.
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Tool 2 Target Group Selection and User Persona Design

The purpose with the template is to provide guidance in using the tool. The template is
not strictly mandatory. It should be used as support when performing and documenting
the results from the activity. Target size for the selection of target group is 1000 words
and for each the user persona design 1500 words (excluding quantitative data if needed,
models and pictures).

2.1 Target group for the Stavanger region
The main goal for the Stavanger region is to provide better public transport by utilizing
new technology to prioritize buses. As this is a recognized problem during rush hours in
urban areas, the target group is the commuters going between home and work or school.
The figure below shows where people live, and the area marked as FORUS has the
highest number of employees, and of various companies including highest number of
new companies.
The consequence is that the majority of the workers have to commute between home
and work. Our target is as such the commuting citizens who in most cases use private
cars now, whereas public authorities wishes a larger percentage to change to public
transportation and bicycles.
We estimate that 70% of a population of 300 000 in the North Jæren area are
commuting every day.
Kolumbus, the local public transport authority, is developing apps for citizens to use
when planning a bus trip, in order to know exactly when to expect the bus. This will be
implemented in October 2012. We also have systems to prioritise buses through traffic
lights.
Therefore, for our target, the commuting citizens, we have following priority.
We want to set up tests to find how these new tools actually are performing, and we
want to see how this information system can be utilized if conneced to the true-time
controlling system. So in a longer term we want results that improves commuting by
public transportation so much that a higher percentage of the population choose public
transport.
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2.2 User persona(s) representing the target group for the Stavanger
region
The commuting people are the users of our services. A long term goal is to get more
commuters to use public transport. We do not know what that may involve of reduced
travel time, reduced delays of busses, improved information, and better service.
But, we do know that Kolumbus, the local public transport authority, will have new
apps in the autumn 2012 to improve the information to end users.
So, the intentions for iTract in Rogaland are:
1) To test impact of the new apps and compare them with the apps
developed in ITRACTs other regions, and
2) To see if or how the information from the new apps can be used together
with the realtime system to control traffic. The realtime system may be used to
improve transportation time and scheduled arrivals.
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Tool 3 Transport Challenge

The purpose with the template is to provide guidance in using the tool. The template is
not strictly mandatory. It should be used as support when performing and documenting
the results from the activity. Target size for each presentation of transport challenges is
1500 words (excluding quantitative data if needed, models and pictures).

3.1 Transport challenges to address in the service innovation for the
Stavanger region
The transport challenges in the region are listed under tool 1.
Several possibilities can be seen as possible solutions:
1) Buses in rural areas on demand in addition to scheduled buses
2) Provide Wi-Fi/ internet/ phone information of actual arrival times of busses,
trains and ferries (today such solutions only tells schedule in general or
where you are)
3) Building new tunnels: Eiganes tunnel, Ryfast tunnel, Rogfast tunnel..
4) Improving capacity on existing roads by changing or controlling crossroad
points
5) Building a city-railroad system
6) Increased separation of cars/ busses and bicycles (separate lanes for buses)
7) Building separate buss-roads to reduce rush hour impact on scheduled buses
8) Access control in working areas like Forus by utilizing chips in cars like those
now used for automatic toll road payment
9) Traffic regulations by signs redirecting parts of traffic to reduce rush delays
10)Extending the motorway beyond Gjesdal (further south)
11)Improving capacity on existing roads by adding extra lanes
12)Increase payment in toll-road system for private cars during rush hours.
13)Increase coordination between various buses, ferries, and railroads to reduce
travel time
The information system today is based on planned schedule, not real time.
The travellers want real time solutions in order to increase their use of public
transportation.
An important target is to increase the end user satisfaction with the information system
and public transportation generally.
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Tool 4 Regional Context

The purpose with the template is to provide guidance in using the tool. The template is
not strictly mandatory. It should be used as support when performing and documenting
the results from the activity. Target size for each presentation of transport challenges is
1500 words (excluding quantitative data if needed, models and pictures).

4.1 Regional Context

The illustrations above come from Greater Stavanger Economic Development, showing
illustrations above from left to right:
Top diagrams: Population, employment, unemployment..
Lower diagrams: Number of companies in Rogaland, new companies, bankruptcies.
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From Greater Stavanger Economic Development forum illustration the trend of
unemployed people in region, dating from January 2012. The red lines is a prognosis
for 2012.
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Main bus corridors in red, secondary in blue.
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Population density in European regions
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Key figures for the petroleum activities that dominate the Regaland region.
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